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Abstract

Thompson Sampling (TS) is an effective way to deal with the exploration–1

exploitation dilemma in the (contextual) multi-armed bandit problem. In real-world2

applications, when the correlation between the context and the reward is sophisti-3

cated, neural networks are often utilized owing to their representation capacity. In4

this paper, we study the problem of combining neural networks and TS. We propose5

to maintain a posterior distribution over the reward mean based on the prediction6

and the deep representation of the neural network for the context. Our proposed7

algorithm, TSDR (Thompson Sampling based on Deep Representation), introduces8

no additional computational overhead for training, but sampling from a univariate9

Gaussian distribution during serving for every context. Theoretically, we prove10

that TSDR achieves a O(
√
T ) regret bound, which matches the state-of-the-art11

regret bound of neural network-based TS but with a much lower computational12

complexity for each iteration. Experimental results on public datasets for tradi-13

tional classification and recommendation problems validate the effectiveness and14

efficiency. Furthermore, it is of great practical value that TSDR has been deployed15

in the advertising platform (a recommender system) of a massive online retailer,16

archiving improvement of revenue and clicks by 5% and 3% in online A/B testing17

respectively.18

1 Introduction19

The multi-armed bandit problem characterizes the inherent exploration–exploitation trade-off in some20

sequential decision problems — balancing between exploiting acquired knowledge for immediate21

performance and exploring more knowledge for future performance [1–4]. A widely used version is22

the multi-armed contextual bandit problem. At each round, given contexts for all arms along with23

historical contexts and corresponding rewards, the agent has to decide which arm to pull in order to24

maximize cumulative rewards. Take the recommender system as an example, which needs to select25

an item from a candidate item set, and presents it to the user. The candidate items are the arms, the26

contexts involve user and item features, and the rewards are derived from users’ feedback.27

Thompson Sampling (TS, also known as posterior sampling or probability matching), dating to28

Thompson [5], addresses the exploration–exploitation trade-off in a computationally efficient manner29

and shows great empirical performance in practice [6–9]. The basic idea is to construct a prior30

distribution over the underlying parameters of the reward distribution, and at each round, TS plays31

an arm according to the posterior probability of being the optimal one among all arms. Simple and32

computationally efficient Bayesian inference for the posterior distribution (updating of posterior33

parameters) often relies on conjugacy properties [10].34

In real-world applications, the correlation between contexts and rewards is usually sophisticated; it is35

a natural idea to resort to deep neural networks to model this correlation owing to their representation36

capacity. For example, deep learning based CTR (click-through rate) models in recommender systems37

have achieved great success in recent years due to their capacity to learn the correlation between user38
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behaviors and item characteristics [11–13]. However, tackling the exploration–exploitation trade-off39

via TS in these situations is much more complicated. The key challenge lies in the fact that TS40

has to maintain a posterior distribution over the parameters of the reward distribution, whereas the41

exact Bayesian inference is generally computationally intractable in the neural network case [14].42

Therefore, a series of work has been dedicated to reasonably efficient and accurate methods which43

could approximately sample from posterior distributions such as variational methods and stochastic44

mini-batch Markov Chain Monte Carlo [15–18].45

In contrast to the methods mentioned above, in this paper, we propose a “simple” TS algorithm46

addressing the exploration–exploitation trade-off with neural networks. Given a context for an arm,47

we propose to utilize the network’s prediction and deep representation (the output before the last48

layer) to model the conditional posterior distribution over the reward mean. Specifically, it is assumed49

that a scalar parameter (could also be the reward mean itself) of the reward mean has a probability50

distribution to be Gaussian, of which the mean is the network’s prediction and the standard deviation51

is proportional to the norm of the deep representation. We call this simple algorithm as TSDR, the52

abbreviation for Thompson Sampling based on Deep Representation.53

It is noteworthy that TSDR does not explicitly make Bayesian inference; the posterior parameter is54

implicitly updated along with the neural network updating. In other words, TSDR does not introduce55

any additional computational overhead for the whole training process, while only one sample from a56

univariate Gaussian is required when serving for each context.57

We illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed TSDR from two perspectives. From the theoretical58

side, under classical conditions, we prove that TSDR enjoys a regret bound of O(
√
T ) where T59

is the total round number, based on the neural tangent kernel theory [18, 19], which matches the60

state-of-the-art theoretical regret result. From the empirical side, we conduct experiments on various61

public datasets ranging from traditional classification datasets to recommendation datasets, which62

are used to simulate the online decision environment. Our experimental results also demonstrate the63

advantage of the proposed TSDR algorithm.64

Notably, attributed to its simplicity and efficiency, we successfully deploy TSDR for industrial65

production in an advertising platform of a massive online retailer. In a carefully designed online A/B66

testing system — data served by one model is only used to train itself but not used to train other67

models. TSDR achieves an improvement of revenue and clicks by 5% and 3% respectively.68

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formally introduce the69

preliminaries on the contextual bandit problem and Thompson Sampling. Our proposed algorithm70

TSDR and its intuitions are presented in Section 3. Theoretical analysis on regret bounds is described71

in Section 4. We then demonstrate the experimental results on both public datasets and online A/B72

testing in Section 5. Section 6 discusses related literature, and Section 7 concludes this paper finally.73

2 Preliminaries74

We consider the multi-armed contextual bandit problem. At round t, context vectors {xt,k}Kk=1 for75

the K arms are observed with xt,k ∈ X for all t ∈ [T ] and k ∈ [K]. After selecting one of the76

arms at ∈ [K], the corresponding reward rt,at ∈ R, a random variable, is obtained. The goal is to77

minimize the (cumulative pseudo) regret:78

RegretT = E

[
T∑
t=1

(rt,a∗t − rt,at)

]
, (1)

where a∗t is the optimal arm at round t that has the maximum expected reward, i.e.,79

a∗t = arg max
a∈[K]

E [rt,a] , (2)

and the expectation in (1) is taken over randomness of rt,at and rt,a∗t for all t ∈ [T ].80

Thompson Sampling (TS) provides a natural way to select arms for the multi-armed contextual bandit81

problem. It is assumed that the reward r ∈ R is randomly generated according to a conditional82

probability measure conditioning on the context x ∈ X, i.e., r ∼ qθ(·;x), where θ is an unknown83

parameter for reward’s distribution q. As we will see later, we only need to compute Eqθ [r|x] for84

x ∈ X in some cases. TS maintains a distribution on θ, denoted as pt(·) for every t ∈ [T ]. At each85
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Algorithm 1: Thompson Sampling for multi-armed contextual bandit
Input: prior distribution p1 over unknown θ, conditional probability measure q for reward

1 for t = 1, . . . , T do
2 Receive context vectors {xt,k}Kk=1;
3 Sample θ̂t ∼ pt;
4 at ← arg maxa∈[K] Eqθ̂t [r|xt,a];
5 Apply at and observe rt,at ;
6 Update posterior distribution via Bayesian inference pt+1 ← Ppt,q(θ ∈ · | xt,at , rt,at);
7 end

round t, TS samples θ̂t from pt(·), and then at is selected as the optimal arm that has the maximum86

expected reward according to qθ̂t(·;xt,k), i.e.,87

at = arg max
a∈[K]

Eqθ̂t [r|xt,a] . (3)

After observing the returned reward rt,at , updating pt(·) with the labeled instance (xt,at , rt,at) by88

Bayesian inference leads to pt+1(·), often relying on conjugacy properties. It is noteworthy that in89

practice, exact Bayesian inference is not always tractable / necessary, whereas approximate sampling90

from the posterior distribution could be used instead. Algorithm 1 presents Thompson Sampling for91

the multi-armed contextual bandit problem.92

3 Proposed Algorithm93

At each round t, let f(·;wt) : X → R be a neural network parameterized by wt, where wt is the94

collection vector of all parameters for the neural network ordered by the layers, and its last layer is a95

linear function about the output of the penultimate layer. For every x ∈ X, we have96

f(x;wt) = w>t,lastfrepr(x;wt,repr), (4)

where wt,last ∈ Rd denotes the parameters (weights) for the linear function of the last layer and97

frepr(·;wt,repr) : X→ Rd denotes the deep representation (feature mapping) function. wt,repr consists98

of all weights in wt except wt,last, i.e., wt = [wt,repr;wt,last].99

We consider a special case where θ could be decomposed as parameters corresponding to every100

x ∈ X, i.e., θ = {θx}x∈X, and Eqθ [r|x] only depends on θx. To ease our notation, we denote101

r(θx) = Eqθ [r|x], (5)

e.g., r(θx) = θx and r(θx) = 1/(1 + exp(−θx)) are two simple cases. Therefore, we only need to102

maintain a distribution pt,x over θx for every x ∈ X at each round.103

We are ready to propose our algorithm framework TSDR, which is the abbreviation of Thompson104

Sampling based on Deep Representation. We show TSDR in Algorithm 2. TSDR models pt,x as a105

Gaussian distribution of which the mean is f(x;wt), and the variance is ν‖frepr(x;wt)‖2M−1
t

where106

Mt is a positive definite matrix which we will discuss later in detail,107

‖frepr(x;wt)‖2M−1
t

= frepr(x;wt)
>M−1

t frepr(x;wt), (6)

and ν ∈ R+ is a hyper-parameter controlling the strength of exploration. At round t, TSDR samples108

θ̂t,xt,k ∼ N (f(xt,k;wt)), ν‖frepr(xt,k;wt,repr)‖2M−1
t

), (7)

for all a ∈ [K] and selects the action at as109

at = arg max
a∈[K]

r(θ̂t,xt,a). (8)

After observing the returned reward rt,at , we update the neural network parameter wt with the110

collected labeled data so far, {(xi,ai , ri,ai)}ti=1.111
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Algorithm 2: TSDR (Thompson Sampling based on deep representation) framework
Input: Initialization parameter of neural network w1, hyper-parameter for exploration strength

ν, positive definite matrixM1

1 for t = 1, . . . , T do
2 Receive context vectors {xt,k}Kk=1;
3 for k = 1, . . . ,K do
4 Sample θ̂t,xt,k ∼ N (f(xt,k;wt), ν‖frepr(xt,k;wt,repr)‖2M−1

t

);

5 end
6 at ← arg maxa∈[K] r(θ̂t,xt,a);
7 Apply at and observe rt,at ;
8 Update wt+1 based on wt and {(xi,ai , ri,ai)}ti=1;
9 UpdateMt+1;

10 end

Note that TSDR does not explicitly restrict the way updating the neural network. In practice, we112

could update wt at arbitrary intervals rather than at each round, and use only the most recent data113

rather than all observed instances as we will show in the experiment section.114

One possible simple example of TSDR could be as follows: w1 is randomly initialized; wt+1 is115

derived by retraining the neural network with {(xi,ai , ri,ai)}ti=1; Mt = tI where I is the identity116

matrix. This example will be implemented in the experiment section.117

We would like to discuss the twofold intuition behind our framework. The first part of the intuition is118

about the possible contribution for a context to update the neural network. Let (x, r) be a labeled119

instance, and ` : R× R→ R is the loss function used to train the neural network. Then, we have120

∇wlast`(f(x;w), r) =
∂`(f(x;w), r)

∂f(x;w)
∇wlastf(x;w) =

∂`(f(x;w), r)

∂f(x;w)
frepr(x;wrepr). (9)

Consider an extreme case with frepr(x;wrepr) = 0, where incorporating x as a training point will121

not lead to updating the parameters of the last layer whatever the ground-truth reward r is. It is122

our motivation to give a small variance for small frepr(x;wrepr) since it hardly leads to informative123

updates for the neural network.124

The second part of our intuition is about uncertainty — the deep representation characterizes un-125

certainty of the network’s prediction to a certain extent. Consider a toy case. The training set S126

contains two disjoint subsets S1 and S2: S1

⋃
S2 = S, S1

⋂
S2 = ∅; |S1| = n1, and ∀(x, y) ∈ S1,127

frepr(x) = frepr,1, y = y1; |S2| = n2, and ∀(x, y) ∈ S2, frepr(x) = frepr,2, y = y2. We further let128

f1 = w>lastfrepr,1 and f2 = w>lastfrepr,2. The neural network is optimized such that it satisfies the129

first-order optimality condition, i.e.,130

n1
∂`(f1, y1)

∂f1
frepr,1 + n2

∂`(f2, y2)

∂f2
frepr,2 = 0. (10)

Then, we have131

n1

∣∣∣∣∂`(f1, y1)

∂f1

∣∣∣∣ ‖frepr,1‖ = n2

∣∣∣∣∂`(f2, y2)

∂f2

∣∣∣∣ ‖frepr,2‖. (11)

That is, in this toy case, if
∣∣∣∂`(f1,y1)

∂f1

∣∣∣ ≈ ∣∣∣∂`(f2,y2)
∂f2

∣∣∣, the deep representation which shows up frequently132

(intuitively with small uncertainty) will have a small norm.133

4 Theoretical Analysis134

We next provide the regret bound for TSDR. For theoretical analysis, we make several constraints135

about the architecture of the neural network: f is a L-layered fully-connected neural network with136

ReLU as the activation function, of which the width is m, and the conditional reward mean is137

characterized as r(θx) = θx. We show this instance of TSDR, named Theoretical TSDR (TSDR-T)138

in Algorithm 3.139
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Algorithm 3: TSDR-T (Theoretical TSDR)
Input: Initialization parameter of neural network w1, hyper-parameter for exploration strength

ν, network width m, regularization parameter λ > 0, positive definite matrixM1 = λI
1 for t = 1, . . . , T do
2 Receive context vectors {xt,k}Kk=1;
3 for k = 1, . . . ,K do
4 Sample θ̂t,xt,k ∼ N (f(xt,k;wt)), ν‖frepr(xt,k;wt,repr)‖2M−1

t

);

5 end
6 at ← arg maxa∈[K] θ̂t,xt,a ;
7 Apply at and observe rt,at ;
8 wt+1 ← arg minw

∑t
i=1(f(xt,at)− rt,at)2/2 +mλ‖w −w1‖2/2;

9 Mt+1 ←Mt + frepr(xt,at ;wt+1)frepr(xt,at ;wt+1)> ;
10 end

We make a mild assumption that the difference between the deep representation and the gradient for140

all parameters of the neural network is bounded with respect to the width of the neural network.141

Assumption 1 For all t ∈ [T ] and k ∈ [K], we have142

‖f̃repr(xt,k;wt,repr)−∇wf(xt,k;wt)‖ = o(
√
m), (12)

where f̃repr is expanded from frepr by aligning its elements with wt,last in wt and adding 0 in other143

positions, i.e., f̃repr(xt,k;wt,repr) = [0;frepr(xt,k;wt,repr)].144

We are ready to present the main theorem.145

Theorem 1 Under classical conditions and Assumption 1, if the network width m satisfies m ≥146

poly(λ, T,K,L, log(1/δ)), then with probability 1− δ, TSDR-T enjoys147

RegretT = E

[
T∑
t=1

(rt,a∗t − rt,at)

]
= O(

√
T ). (13)

148

Due to space limitation, we postpone the details of conditions and proof in Appendix A. Theorem 1149

shows that if the neural network has sufficiently large width, then TSDR-T has the O(
√
T ) regret150

bound. This result matches the state-of-the-art theoretical analysis of the recently proposed algorithm151

NeuralTS [18].152

Note that frepr(xt,k;wt,repr) is the gradient with respect to the last layer, i.e., frepr(xt,k;wt,repr) =153

∇wt,lastf(xt,k;wt). From this perspective, TSDR-T has a natural extension, Generalized Theoretical154

TSDR (TSDR-GT) as shown in Appendix A, by introducing gradients of other layers. Specifically,155

TSDR-GT replaces frepr(xt,k;wt,repr) in Algorithm 3 with∇wt,subsetf(xt,k;wt,k) where wt,subset is a156

subset of wt. Then, under an assumption similar with Assumption 1, TSDR-GT also achieves the157

O(
√
T ) regret bound. Interestingly, NeuralTS [18] could also be seen as a special case of TSDR-GT158

when wt,subset = wt.159

A significant advantage of TSDR over TSDR-GT (including NeuralTS) is that TSDR does not need160

the backward propagation procedure to compute the gradient during serving; in other words, TSDR161

has better per-iteration computational complexity. We will show the empirical advantage of TSDR in162

Section 5.163

5 Experiments164

In this section, we present the results in three kinds of experiment settings: (i) a simulated contextual165

bandit problem transformed from traditional classification datasets, (ii) an unbiased simulation of a166

recommender system, and (iii) an online A/B test on an advertising platform. The first two kinds of167

experiments are conducted on NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti.168
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Figure 1: Results on classification datasets

Several typical neural network-based baselines are included in our experiments. Concretely, we169

compare our proposed TSDR with the Greedy algorithm and two representative TS-based algorithms:170

MCDropout (Monte-Carlo Dropout) [20] and NeuralTS (Neural Thompson Sampling) [18]. The171

Greedy algorithm applies a strategy with pure exploitation, which directly takes the network’s172

prediction as the expectation of the parameter for the reward’s distribution instead of sampling as TS.173

MCDropout takes the dropout method to approximate the posterior distribution, which is widely used174

in practical applications due to its simplicity and good performance. NeuralTS, which is theoretically175

guaranteed, uses the neural tangent features of the neural network to guide exploration. More details176

of these baseline algorithms are in Appendix B. Note that the comparison with NeuralTS is mainly to177

verify our theoretical conclusion, and the purpose of involving Greedy and MCDropout is to show178

the efficiency and effectiveness of our proposed TSDR.179

5.1 Classification Datasets180

We evaluate our algorithms on a range of multi-armed contextual bandit problems, which are181

transformed from traditional classification datasets. The simulation from classification datasets is a182

classic experimental setting for theoretical algorithms, since the regret could be exactly computed [15,183

18, 21]. Therefore, we choose this idealized experimental setting to verify our theoretical results.184

In particular, we experiment on the MNIST dataset [22] and datasets from the UCI Machine Learning185

Repository [23], including Mushroom, Statlog, Covertype, Adult, and Magic Telescope. Following186

the transformation setting in [15], we adapts the disjoint model [6] to build contextual features for187

each arm. For each input feature x ∈ Rd of a k-class classification problem, the corresponding k188

contextual vectors are x1 = (x;0; . . . ;0),x2 = (0;x; . . . ;0), . . . ,xk = (0;0; . . . ;x) ∈ Rkd. If189

the arm with the correct class is selected, a reward 1 will be received, and 0 otherwise. The cumulative190

regret is used as the metric for comparison.191

In order to verify the regret bound of our proposed TSDR-T, we compare it with NeuralTS, which192

enjoys similar theoretical results as discussed in Section 4. Considering the difficulty of matrix193

inversion, we make the same approximation for TSDR-T as NeuralTS, that is, replaceM−1 with the194

inverse of the diagonal elements ofM when computing the variance. Other components of TSDR-T195

are kept the same as those described in algorithm 3.196

In addition, we realize another instance of TSDR withMt = tI , named TSDR-P (Practical TSDR),197

whose computational complexity is the almost same with the Greedy algorithm, since it does need to198

maintain a complicatedM .199

All algorithms share the same neural network structure which is a two-layer full connected neural200

network with ReLU as the activation function. We set the network width m = 100, and use the SGD201

optimizer to update the network weights for 100 iterations at each round with a learning rate 0.01. For202

all algorithms involved, we randomly select 1,000 samples from the dataset to tune hyperparameters203

and another 10,000 samples to test these algorithms, except for Mushroom which contains only 8,124204

points. All algorithms are evaluated with 8 independent repeated runs, reshuffling the test data. We205

also repeat 8 runs when tuning hyperparameters, and choose the one with the optimal average result.206

Due to space limit, we defer the results on Covertype, Adult and Magic Telescope to Appendix B.207

Experimental results on MNIST, Mushroom and Statlog are shown in Figure 1, from which we can208
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Figure 2: Results on Yahoo!R6B dataset

find that the performance of these algorithms are consistent across all datasets. First, TSDR-T is209

slightly better than NeuralTS and the growth rates of the cumulative regret are similar, which supports210

our theoretical result that TSDR-T enjoys a O(
√
T ) regret bound. Second, TSDR-P and TSDR-T211

perform similarly, which questions whether maintaining the matrixM containing historical context212

information is necessary. One possible answer is that the information has already been learned in the213

deep representation during neural network training. Third, our proposed algorithms, TSDR-T and214

TSDR-P, outperform all the other algorithms across these datasets.215

5.2 Recommendation Datasets216

In this section, we compare the above algorithms in a more practical manner. We simulate an online217

recommender system based on an unbiased dataset, Yahoo!front page news dataset (Yahoo!R6B)218

dataset [24]. It is motivated by the fact that from the above experimental results on classifica-219

tion datasets, we also find that the greedy algorithm is sometimes empirically competitive against220

NeuralTS, which reflects the limitations of only using classification datasets to evaluate Thompson221

Sampling-based algorithms.222

Yahoo!R6B contains around 28 million lines of log data in chronological order, within 15 days223

of October 2011. Each line in Yahoo!R6B dataset contains four types of information: a user224

feature, a displayed item, a binary label for the user’s feedback (clicked or not clicked) and a225

candidate set of items, where the displayed item was randomly sampled from the candidate set. The226

random impression makes the dataset unbiased and enables us to evaluate Thompson Sampling-based227

algorithms in the simulated online recommender system [24, 25].228

In our simulation, we initialize the neural network with the first 80,000 log entries and conduct the229

contextual bandit experiment with the remaining data. For every subsequent log entry, we use the230

comparing algorithm to select an item from its corresponding candidate set. If the item selected231

happens to be the one recorded as randomly displayed in the log entry, we take this impression as232

“real”, and collect the corresponding item, the user feature, and the user’s feedback as a new sample in233

the training set. Meanwhile, we remove the earliest sample in the training set to keep the size of the234

training set to be 80,000. If the user’s feedback is positive, the cumulative reward will be added by 1,235

otherwise added by 0. If the selected item is not the recorded one, the log entry is omitted. After236

walking through every 80,000 log entries, the neural network is retrained with the updated training237

set, consistent with real scenes where we only use data in a certain previous period of time to update238

neural networks. The simulation process is summarized in Algorithm 4.239
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Algorithm 4: Online Recommender System Simulator
Input: randomized impression dataset D, initialization dataset Dinit, selecting strategy

s : X× A→ R and corresponding neural network f , size of partition N > 0
1 Dtrain ← Dinit ;
2 Train f with Dtrain ;
3 rall ← 0 // rall:cumulative reward (number of clicks);
4 for each N -size log entries partition Dpart ⊆ D do
5 Initialize Dsimulator ← ∅ ;

// x:user feature; a:displayed item; r:binary label; A:candidate set
for (x, a, r, A) ∈ Dpart do

6 if arg maxa′∈A s(x, a
′) == a then

7 Dsimulator ← Dsimulator ∪ {(x, a, r)} ;
8 rall ← rall + r ;
9 end

10 end
11 Remove the oldest |Dsimulator| samples from Dtrain ;
12 Dtrain ← Dtrain ∪ Dsimulator ;
13 Train f with Dtrain ;
14 end

Output: rall

In summary, the differences between the recommendation setting and the classification setting are as240

follows. First, we update neural networks in a batched way with candidate batch size N = 80, 000241

instead of updating neural networks immediately and using all samples. Second, we set r(θx) =242

1/(1 + exp(−θx)) since the click-through rate (CTR, the probability of the event that the user clicks243

the item) should be bounded in [0, 1] (see Section 3). Considering the above differences, we make244

some adjustments for our TSDR algorithms. For TSDR-T we take245

Mt = λI +

N∑
i=0

frepr(xi0+i,ai ;wt)frepr(xi0+i,ai ;wt)
> (14)

where i0 is the beginning index of the previous batch. In this setting, M and w are updated at the246

end of each batch. For TSDR-P we takeMt = I .247

All algorithms involved in comparison share the same network architecture. Concretely, the user248

feature in each log entry is a 136-dimensional multi-hot vector, and the item feature is an item ID.249

We first use a 6-dimensional embedding layer with sum pooling to convert the user features to a250

6-dimensional dense vector; we also embed the item ID to another 6-dimensional vector. Then we251

concatenate them to get a 12-dimensional vector, followed by three fully-connected layers (16-8-1)252

with ReLU as the activation function to predict the logit value of the reward mean. In this case, the253

reward mean is CTR.254

The algorithm hyperparameters are chosen on log entries of the first day by grid search, and log255

entries of the last 14 days are used for evaluation. We train neural networks in a mini-batch way256

with mini-batch size 64, and use the cross entropy loss along with the Adam optimizer to update the257

network weights with learning rate 0.01. We take the cumulative reward and the average daily CTR258

on the last 14 day as metrics. All experiments are repeated 8 times.259

Figure 2 shows the cumulative reward and the daily CTRs obtained by each algorithm. First, our260

proposed TSDR-P achieves the best performance on both cumulative reward and daily CTRs. Second,261

we notice that all these bandit algorithms are significantly better than the greedy algorithm, suggesting262

the simulation could be a more suitable benchmark. Third, it is demonstrated that the performance263

of TSDR-T is very close to that of NeuralTS, which supports our theoretical finding that gradient264

information of all network layers is not essential for exploration.265

In addition, we compare the run time of each algorithm and record the results in Table 1. We can266

observe that the efficiency of our proposed algorithms is close to Greedy. Specifically, TSDR-P only267

requires an additional sampling from a univariate Gaussian distribution during serving. In contrast,268

due to the extra calculation of the gradient of all layers for each context, NeuralTS is the slowest,269

whose run time is about 7 times that of our proposed algorithms.270
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Table 1: Run time of 10,000 samples on Yahoo!R6B over 10 trials

Greedy MCDropout NeuralTS TSDR-T TSDR-P

run time / s 6.0± 0.0 15.3± 0.3 42.7± 0.2 7.4± 0.0 6.9± 0.0

5.3 Industrial Scenario271

Remember that for applying TSDR-P to existing tasks, we only need to change the forward process272

of the neural network during serving, i.e., adding a routine for sampling from a univariate Gaussian273

distribution. Owing to its simplicity, we successfully deploy TSDR-P in industrial production — an274

advertising platform of a massive online retailer. Specifically, the CTR prediction model is armed275

with TSDR-P to be a TS bandit algorithm to maximize cumulative reward, i.e., revenue and number276

of clicks in this case. To validate performance of TSDR-P in production, we carefully designed an277

online A/B testing system. In this system, network traffic is divided into two streams, for which278

model A and model B serve respectively; more importantly, the data served by model A is only used279

to retrain model A itself, and so does model B. This mechanism assures that information explored280

by one model will not be leaked to the other. Our online A/B test lasting for two weeks shows that281

TSDR-P achieves improvement of revenue and clicks by 5% and 3% respectively compared with the282

greedy CTR model.283

6 Related Work284

Thompson Sampling (TS) could date back to 1930s [5, 26], considering the Bernoulli bandit problem285

with two arms. TS attracts a surge of interests after its strong empirical performance has been286

demonstrated [7, 27]. Soon after, theoretical results follow for multi-armed bandit problems [28, 29]287

and linear bandit problems [30, 31].288

It is much more complicated for TS to maintain a posterior distribution when modeling the relationship289

between contexts and rewards with a neural network. Recently, significant effort has been dedicated to290

approximating Bayesian inference for neural networks, ranging from variational methods to stochastic291

minibatch Markov Chain Monte Carlo [15–18]. For example, Riquelme et al. [15] proposed to292

perform a Bayesian linear regression on top of the representation of a neural network, and then293

make decisions accordingly via Thompson Sampling based on uncertainty estimation. Although it294

is a natural attempt to combine the representation ability of neural networks with the uncertainty295

estimation of the Bayesian regression, there is still no theoretical guarantee on the regret bound for296

such a heuristic algorithm.297

By utilizing the neural tangent kernel (NTK) theory [19] and the technique of analyzing Thompson298

Sampling under linear assumptions [30], Zhang et al. [18] designed the NeuralTS (Neural Thompson299

Sampling) algorithm and derived a O(
√
T ) regret bound which requires the width of neural network300

is sufficiently large and is the first regret bound for Thompson Sampling based on neural networks.301

However, the complexity of the NeuralTS is too high to be applied to practical problems. Different302

from above works, our proposed algorithm not only has the same regret bound under classical303

assumptions, but also achieves the state-of-the-art performance with the same complexity as the304

greedy algorithm.305

7 Conclusion306

In this paper, we propose a neural network-based Thompson Sampling method, named TSDR,307

modeling the posterior distribution over the reward mean based on the deep representation. We308

mainly discuss two instances of TSDR. TSDR-T achieves the O(
√
T ) regret bound under classical309

conditions, including maintaining a positive definite matrix. TSDR-P is simpler and more efficient,310

which shows great success empirically, and has been deployed in production. An open question is311

whether TSDR-P also enjoys the O(
√
T ) regret bound; in other words, whether it is necessary to312

explicitly model historical context information in the positive definite matrix.313
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